[Interdisciplinary management of cutaneous adverse events of EGFR inhibitors and multityrosine kinase inhibitors in oncology].
Molecular targeted therapies - particularly epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitors (EGFRi) and multi tyrosine kinase-inhibitors (MTKi) - continually gain importance in oncology treatment. Adverse events differ greatly from those of conventional chemotherapy; especially cutaneous adverse events often constitute dose-limiting or therapy-limiting events. Knowledge of possible adverse events and close interaction between the dermatologist, the oncologist and the patient's family physician, a detailed patient education and a well-founded adverse event management are mandatory for the treatment with EGFRi and MTKi. Interdisciplinary outpatient clinics specialised on the treatment of these adverse events assist with the treatment of severe cases, the development of new therapeutic strategies and are essential for the concomitant treatment of patients treated with new targeted drugs within clinical trials.